


WHAT IS MOISSANITE 

A naturally occurring and laboratory-grown mineral made up 
of silicon carbide. 

Its occurrence in nature is extremely rare, found in upper mantle 
rock and meteorites 

Discovered over 120 years ago, moissanite gems have come so far 
from being just silicon carbide. 

In gemology moissanite is classified as synthetic - although it is 
found in nature, but the natural crystals are of no practical 
importance because of their small size. 

Discoveries have shown moissanite occurs naturally as inclusions 
in diamonds, xenoliths, kimberlite, and lamproite. 



foundation

Naturally occurring 

Moissanite was fist 

discovered in 1893 in 

Diablo Canyon, Arizona 

by Henri Moissan at the 

site of a massive 

meteorite 

The natural crystals

are extremely rare

and small to cut 

Henri tried to recreate 

Moissanite in the lab. 

How ever it took 

almost a century to 

create Moissanite and 

now is created only by 

a limited companies in 

the world 



what's in a name?
Named in 1905 after Ferdinand Frederick Henri 

Moissan (28 September 1852 – 20 February 1907), was a 

French chemist  

Moissan was the first to isolate elemental 

fluorine and received the 1906 Nobel Prize in 

Chemistry for that 

Moissanite, found as tiny crystals in some 

meteorites (originally formed in star dust) and 

kimberlites, is a naturally occurring silicon 

carbide, SiC (in synthetic form a very important 

high-performance ceramic, more commonly 

known as abrasive carborundum)



Hardness

9.5 on Mohs Scale 

STREAK

Greenish Gray

Specific Gravity
Synthetic Moissanite might contain 

white or reflective needles, tube like 

plate like inclusions, channels and 

negative crystals. Doubling on facets.

Luster

Adamantine

Fracture

Conchoidal

Cleavage

None

facts about MOISSANITE



GEMLORE 
Can be interchangeable as April’s birthstone, Diamond and is attributed to 

love and romance 

 Because it is one of the strongest gemstones it is said to represent a very 

strong bond between you and the one you love 

It is believed to grant strong health and cleanse the spirit, mind and body; 

centering to one’s self 

 Having been discovered at a meterosite, some believe that it connects the 

wearer to the universe 



- More fire and brilliance than 

diamond 

- More affordable than diamond  

Why choose it over Diamonds 

- Natural Moissanite is extremely rare 

and hence, expensive 

- Lab created Moissanite offers same 

fire, brilliance and durability as 

natural gem  

Why lab crated Moissanite 

Moissanite VS DIamond



pink MOISSANITE 

- Lab created pink moissanite is top quality.

- stones are larger, measuring at least 3 millimeters.

- created under controlled conditions,

- stone provenance is traceable.

- pink diamond mining is no more.

- argyle, the world supplier of pink diamonds,

- halted production in late 2020.

- pink moissanite provides superior brilliance, 

scintillation, and color, all at a fraction of    

the cost.



use a mild soap, warm water and a soft cloth or 

toothbrush

put the jewelry in soap solution and gently brush 

the gemstone 

when cleaned, rinse with warm water to remove

all soap residue.

how to care MOISSANITE



have a look at these moissanite jewelry

#4123143 #4123144 #7022277 #7022282

#7226870 #7226876 #7273754 #7273760



customer speak



meet dionne ross

- Dionne ross is a strong lover of fitness, home decor, sign language, 

jewelry, and most importantly family

- During the spring of her final semester in graduate school, she 

interviewed for a host position with a brand new company called  

Shop LC and was hired on the spot 

- Dionne has grown with the company and has been given 

opportunities to travel to amazing locations like the United 

Kingdom, India, and Tanzania 

- She went on to earn her aJP, accredited Jewelry Professional 

Diploma, from the Gemological association OF america

- Dionne has created one of the best selling, limited addition 

handbag lines exclusively available at Shop LC, called LENE!



Thankyou FOR

ATTENDING OUR

WORKSHOP 

STAY TUNED FOR OUR NEXT WORKSHOP IN

FEB FOR GEMSTONES OF AMERICA!
BY SHOP LC MARKETING TEAM

CHECK BACK SOON
SCAN THE QR CODE NOW

for details and to register for 
our next workshop

JOIN US EVERY MONTH FOR A 90 MINUTE EVENT.


